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Robinson
First there was Southern Cross, Britain's largest care home operator unable to pay the rent, then came the Panorama programme with secret filming of people with learning disabilities being abused at a private hospital.  Does the private sector really have any useful role to play in the provision of care for vulnerable people?  How can the government, which is likely to pick up the tab for Southern Cross now that the speculators have made their money and moved on, prevent this sort of failure from happening again?  Well these are the questions being asked today in the editorial and letters sections of the newspapers and they've been tabled by MPs from all parties for when parliament resumes next week.  But before we go on to that we'll have a look at how the private sector got into care in the first place and Pauline McColl has been looking at it.  Pauline, how did it come to be such a big part of the residential care industry?

McColl
Well you really have to hark back to post-war Britain.  Residential care for the elderly from that point onwards was more or less beyond the financial means of most people.  Now that did gradually change and by the mid-1970s local authorities had become a major provider of care and that was based on assessed need.  And in 1975 there were 195,000 residential care places in the UK, the majority however in the private paying sector and 49,000 places were in fact geriatric beds within the NHS.  Most residential care, about that time, were in converted large domestic houses and minimum adaptation for the care of the elderly, standards were, to say the very least, variable.  There were claims that those local authority homes which were being paid for by council payers were hopelessly inefficient, over staffed, too expensive, failing the residents in terms of the standards but the population was ageing rapidly...

Robinson
But most of them were in the public sector?

McColl
Most of them were in the - no about half were in the public sector...

Robinson
And half in the private?

McColl
There were still a great many places in the private sector but there was a lot in the NHS as well and they were kind of ring fenced - a quarter of those residential places were in the NHS.  But of course there was an impetus to move people out of those NHS beds and get them into something else funded separately.  But people were ageing and the push to get people out of those NHS beds and to make it a more cost effective mechanism for local authorities who were facing the potential of rising crippling expense with this ageing demographic.  But then came the 1970 election and the whole game changed, it's been described as a dividing line in the history of residential care for the elderly.  And in the very early 1980s it effectively became a market commodity - residential care - because new funding regulation was introduced that meant for the first time poorer - poorer older people could go into the residential care system, paid for by the state through benefits and without a local assessment of need.

Robinson
Yes, I remember that.  So was the attraction for private investors then that there was going to be this surge of demand, fuelled by benefits, as the population aged or was it easier to get money for care overall?

McColl
Well both at the same time, it was perfect really if you were looking for somewhere to invest, it sparked a rush of private providers into the industry and just two years between 1983 and 1985 private residential places grew by 60%, that actually peaked in 1990.  Currently actually we have an overcapacity of places for a variety of reasons.  Long term geriatric care was shifted out of the NHS as fast as that could be made to happen.  From about 1985 to 1995 probably it's considered the golden decade of relatively easy money in terms of return for that industry.  Some early investors made a lot of money and left, new investors were still being attracted in by the prospect of making a very big profit very quickly.  And then in 1993 state funding for care homes transferred to local authority budgets, an assessment of need, once again, became a basis for funding.  Now this was in response, apart from the overall cost, this was in response to what had become a big problem, it was described at the time as the perverse incentive to move people into elderly - move the elderly into residential care rather than to focus on providing in-home care.  For all the people involved in the decision making it just seemed to be a financially beneficial movement to residential paid through the benefit system, don't worry about keeping them in their homes.  And then again we had this seismic change in industry in 2000 with the Care Standards Act, the first time we actually got a benchmark for care standards where the quality of life for residents in care homes, which had not really featured in those places funded by the state through forever mechanism, that became an issue in 2000.  Cost - another cost as far as lots of the older traditional 1960s, '70s converted residential homes, they became very difficult to maintain under this standards of care and therefore new purpose built homes, that could comply with the standards of the Care Standards Act, became very much where industry was moving.  That required private money to invest to build and that's kind of where we've got to today.

Robinson
And as a profitable business model where is the private sector at the moment?

McColl
Well it's - a huge variety, huge huge variety, it's been a very difficult last five years certainly.  To put this in context and we're talking about Southern Cross, it only floated on the stock market in 2006, shares when it floated were worth £2.20, they're now worth 9.4 pence.  Now at the time it was considered a fantastically good investment because up till then its business model had been very effective but the issue with an industry like this - and I did say we've got over capacity - a lot of what you want to do is get your capacity up to as maximum as possible.  Your costs are fixed and your costs are mostly - mostly based on wages - 55% of your costs are in wages - and that will stay the same whether you've got 90% capacity or 100%, to a large extent.  So you want to get as many people in there as possible, even if it means undercutting your rivals by bidding as low as possible to get contracts to provide that kind of care.  There's some evidence that that has been happening, strong evidence that that's been happening.  And also economies of scale - you want to expand as rapidly as possible and where does the money come from for expansion?  You look at your major asset, which is often the property that you own.  And so in terms of making the position pay, at a time when costs are rising - national insurance is rising, wages might be flat now but they are still an issue - it is a problem for how you're going to square that at a time when local authorities want to pay less and less and less.  And in the case of Southern Cross, for instance, they've seen a 15% fall in their local authority admissions over the past six months at a time when what they really needed was to have maximum capacity.  Now local authorities might have thought is this an industry, is this a company we want to be sending people to, but that's the kind of margins that you're talking about - when you've invested heavily you want to get that money back for investors, you want to be able to pay your debts if you've borrowed heavily to expand.  Businesses that have done well, that have maintained their financial probity throughout this process, who are running good high quality care homes, the hope is that they will continue to operate on that basis, the risk is if there are some major regulation brought in to deal with elements which have provided bad care or bad financial modelling what the impact on the entire industry well we just can't know.

Robinson
Pauline McColl, thank you.

Well John Williams is a professor of law at Aberystwyth University, he's carried out research looking at older people and the law, social care and elder abuse, he has a letter in today's Times.  Paul Saper is the chief executive of a healthcare consultancy - LCS International - and it advises private equity companies and banks looking to invest in care services in the UK and in Europe.  John Williams, you make a case in the Times today that profit and care do not easily co-exist, why not?

Williams
I think really in Pauline's summary of where we are now I think you can see the tensions that are going to arise.  We're living in a world where local authorities are cutting back, being forced to cut back on social care expenditure, they're driving the market down or driving the market price down and one has to question the viability of some of the care homes that are in existence.  If they go under, if they go into administration, then, as with Southern Cross, who are not yet in administration but we have the prospect of 31,000 people potentially homeless.  Now I think we've been doing this for long enough and that really we should not be facing this sort of problem.  In my view it hasn't worked.

Robinson
Well Paul Saper, you were gesticulating there and saying rubbish, rubbish, rubbish...

Saper
I feel very - what we cannot have on a programme like this is someone coming on and trying to frighten some very vulnerable people and their relatives and the staff, this really is not acceptable.  There is no way whatsoever that 31,000 people are going to be thrown out on the street, that is not going to happen.

Robinson
But in a conventional business model sense this company is no longer viable, the 31,000 people may not be out on the street because the local authority has a duty of care to those people but what will happen to then - is what, that the taxpayer will pick up the bill?

Saper
No, no, no, no, no.  And I should say, right from the beginning, that from 2006 onwards when this company was floated on the stock exchange, its model or its game plan was not sustainable.  They had to juggle the - the rents and the upkeep of the home, the training of the staff and the dividends of course plus the looking after of the residents.  And this company knew from the very beginning it could not meet all its commitments and it was making choices and therefore at least a minority in their homes for many years now and still today are not being properly looked after by the management.  They are making decisions from day to day on which homes they are not going to invest in and properly support which is why the staff are so...

Robinson
But what you've said doesn't it in fact support John Williams' case that business and the provision of care do not easily go hand in hand?

Saper
No I think what one's arguing here is yes we have a case here with the mention of the Southern Cross and we also look at other situations where relatives - that hospital that we looked at this - terrible scenes in southwest England and there will be other providers as well.  There are providers out there who come into this sector and do not put the residents first.  If you look after the service users, if that's your number one priority, and you go - and everything when you get up in the morning and before you go to bed everything is focused in looking after service users not only will you achieve good outcomes in your homes but you also put yourself in a position to make profits because no one wants to place anyone in a home if the standard of service is not acceptable.  And sorry Southern Cross have really fallen down on this in the last few years.

Robinson
Professor Williams, it's easy to forget, isn't it, that before the private sector came in some of the council run homes for older people were pretty awful weren't they?

Williams
Oh yeah I'd entirely agree with that and I think if you look at the quality of care across the voluntary sector, the private sector and the local authority sector the standards are much the same in terms of excellence rating and star rating.  No, I don't for one moment argue that everything is perfect elsewhere.

Robinson
I mean what you could argue - sorry to interrupt you - that private capital has brought to this party is the big upgrade in the provision of care homes.

Williams
Well that might or might not be the case, I think that varies.  I think what we're seeing in private care at the moment is a move towards greater, larger, homes, maybe at the expense of smaller homes and that I think is unfortunate.  In the area I live in is a rural area and it may well be that somebody's placed in a home that's 40 miles away from where they live and how do we reconcile that with the right to family life under the Human Rights Act?  I think on - if I can come back on Paul Saper's opening remarks - I'm not scaremongering, there is a real problem Paul and you've got to realise and it's interesting in your list of things you got to the interests of the residents last.  I...

Saper
Rubbish, oh come on...

Williams
Actually Paul that was the way you came out with the list, you looked at dividends and then you said...

Saper
No I said Southern Cross put the care of the residents last, oh come on, come on.

Robinson
Okay if I can intervene.  Paul Saper, what happened at Southern Cross, it was a private American equity firm bought that company, set up this business model - buying the homes, selling them off, renting them back - so that all the company now owns is the caring bit of the business and that's what can't make enough to meet the debts.  Do you think we should have allowed that to happen?

Saper
No of course not and in fact actually legislation was brought in by the last government in 2002...

Robinson
Why didn't it work then, they didn't sell it till 2006, we've just heard from Pauline?

Saper
Well unfortunately they brought the legislation in and the actual regulator at the time did not necessarily have the skills to carry out its responsibilities.  And unfortunately what has happened since is as different regulators have been merged that responsibility has been quietly dropped.

Robinson
Professor Williams, politicians from all parties, as I said, are now asking the Business Secretary to look at ways of stopping this shot term investment in care, do you think it could be prevented?

Williams
Well I'm sure there are things that can be done through the regulatory process, not least looking at the business model and checking that that is viable and will provide the long term guarantee of care for vulnerable residents.  The question is whether we have the capacity to regulate that and Paul mentioned the Panorama programme, which seems to me a major failing in regulation and the Care Quality Commission is under resourced, will it have the capacity to look closely at business models to see whether they are viable or not?

Robinson
We asked for e-mails on this subject and we have had several and I promise you this is a fair summary of what people have to say and I suppose what they're expressing is dissatisfaction with privately run care homes.  This one:  "I put a relative into a care home run by a national chain, the standard was unacceptably poor, the manager said he couldn't be there 24 hours a day to manage the home.  The chain's priority were its profits to shareholders rather than to the residents."  Another one:  "My mother was a resident in a privately run home for eight years, we had a constant battle to ensure even basic care for her, we have no doubt she would have died much earlier if my father hadn't visited her every single day.  We had to contact the inspectors and the final straw was just before she died there was a restriction placed on the home that residents could only be given half a banana rather than a full one."  Etcetera Etcetera.  Paul Saper, do people still want to invest in this market?

Saper
You can invest in this market, they do want to invest in this market and reasonable returns can be made if you put the residents first and that's got to be the priority.  I look at the performance of a company like Four Seasons that was on its back, suffering...

Robinson
It's still heavily in debt isn't it?

Saper
They've written off a billion pound of debt and that's what the banks have had to do right but what we - and the management today has improved the quality in the homes and that is - and clearly demonstrated now by the occupancy now being at record levels.

Robinson
Briefly Professor Williams, if you would, and then we must leave it.

Williams
Well I would say in response to the e-mail that I don't think we can demonise private care providers any more than we can demonise local authority and charitable.  There is good practice.  My major concern is how fragile is this industry because at the end of the day it is about providing care for vulnerable people, they are entitled to certainty?

Robinson
Gentlemen, we must leave it there.  Thank you both.


